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The time has come when the people of Lumnia must unite or be doomed to fall. Ancient foes must
become trusted friends if they are to endure. But The Eternal Emperor Shinzan has weapons that
have yet to be unleashed. And he will not allow the challenge to his power to go unanswered. Ethan
must now seek out the meaning of the prophecy that has guided his fate. With Kat at his side, they
walk fearlessly into the unknown. But ghosts from the past return to haunt them. And their love and
devotion will be tested to the very limits of endurance.
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Series that linger longer than three books are proving to be a drag to me. I thought this one would
be the last one in this series but it looks as though I was wrong. Very disappointed.

The book over all was ok. Ethan has all this power given to him and he can't seem to develop it into
a stronger character. Every time any difficult thing happens he has to give himself to Martok, he is
weak to the point it is sad. I guess I liked Ethan and his development up until this book, then the way
it ended left me irritated and not wanting to read any more books if this is the route the author is
going.... sigh.

Great addition. I just wish Ethan wasn't so weak. He's annoyingly weak. With all the practice he's
been doing and the many gifts he's gotten, I expected him to get stronger... Hopefully things change

in book 4.

This review pertains to the whole series, as they are one long narrative. Very engaging and (for the
most part) well written tale with believable characters and excellent plot development. Although
there was a little too much murder and gore for me, I had trouble being away from reading this saga
for any length of time. So why one star?I AM TERMINALLY SICK AND TIRED OF AUTHORS WHO
CAN'T FINISH A STORY! I was primed for a resolution after three books and was furious to find not
only a "to be continued" but an unforgivable cliffhanger! This author and all future greedy plot
stretching authors are now permanently banned from my reading list.

I never like to be overly critical, but this series blows. The writer appears to have no concept of how
people (especially women) think, his characters are inane, and his attempts to set up plot twists are
just silly. The plot: "boy with mysterious past is actually The Chosen One" is tired, albiet in could still
work, but in this case it is executed in such an amateur fashion that I simply cannot go on. I slogged
through Book 3, but have no interest in suffering further. Blech. Admire the cover art and move on.

This is the third book of the series. It continues to develop old characters and introduce new ones.
The story is well placed and is building n g towards the conclusion. It is a good read, especially if
you commute.

While Brian D. Anderson is my favorite author I regretfully have to say I'm not a fan of this particular
book. My biggest problem with this book was the predictably throughout the entire story. The most
notable being Martok usurping control of Ethans body in the end while also being in love with Kat.
My second issue was the fact that this book did little to add to the story. Things were introduced
such as a dragon and the dwarves mother ship but then we're quickly eliminated. At the end of the
story practically nothing has changed with the exception of a few details in the last few pages and
the addition of a new mage mentioned in a few sentences.

Good second part. There were times that the story was a little slow. Developing characters, love
story and the mysteries of evil. The story continues and with Ethan, get his body back and live a
happy ever after story in book 4. We shall see.
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